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9 books in 1—your key to Windows XP success!
Your one-stop guide to Windows XP, fully updated for Service Pack 2 enhancements     

Whether you want to set up a reliable network in your home office or you just want to beat the computer at Solitaire, here's your guide! In one of these handy minibooks, you'll find exactly what you need to know about basic Windows XP operation, getting around online, applying new security procedures, enjoying multimedia, and more.     

Discover how to     

	Use new Service Pack 2 security tools
	Personalize your desktop
	Set up Web pages and use e-mail
	Work with digital cameras and camcorders
	Choose and set up a Media Center PC


About the Author

   Woody Leonhard is the author of Windows XP Timesaving Techniques For Dummies. He's won more Computer Press Awards than any other writer, and his newsletters reach 500,000 subscribers.
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Fundamental Models in Financial TheoryMIT Press, 2014

	This book provides an innovative, integrated, and methodical approach to understanding complex financial models, integrating topics usually presented separately into a comprehensive whole. The book brings together financial models and high-level mathematics, reviewing the mathematical background necessary for understanding these models...
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Create and Deliver a Killer Product Demo: Tips and Tricks to Wow Your CustomersApress, 2018

	Create great product demos and sell more of your product with the strategies and inspiration in this book. Insightful interviews are presented with professionals who are giving killer product demos in several types of businesses today. The strategies taught in this book are based on the analysis of product demos that made history and...
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DNA Computing: 8th International Workshop on DNA Based Computers, DNA8, Sapporo, Japan, June 10-13, 2002, Revised PapersSpringer, 2003
Biomolecular computing has emerged as an interdisciplinary field that draws together chemistry, computer science, mathematics, molecular biology, and physics. Our knowledge on DNA nanotechnology and biomolecular computing increases exponentially with every passing year. The international meeting on DNA Based Computers has been a forum where...
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Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes provides a case-based approach to state-of-the-art evaluation and treatment of patients with common chronically painful conditions.  Offering strategies for rapidly evaluating and treating pain complaints by body region, this innovative title also provides patient educational handouts that explain the...
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Introducing Windows 8: An Overview for IT Professionals (Introducing (Microsoft))Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		The Windows 8 operating system is the newest member of the Microsoft Windows family. It differs from
	
		earlier Windows releases as much for what it does not change as for what it does change. That is, the features
	
		that IT pros loved about Windows 7 are still there in Windows 8—just better. The same keyboard shortcuts,...
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Micromechanics of Fracture in Generalized SpacesAcademic Press, 2008
By the detailed analysis of the modern development of the mechanics of deformable media can be found the deep internal contradiction. From the one hand it is declared that the deformation and fracture are the hierarchical processes which are linked and unite several structural and scale levels. From the other hand the sequential investigation of...
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